Communication, especially the journalism plays an extremely important role in dealing with the climate change. Articles help to update information, disseminate knowledge, share and spread typical conservation solutions to the masses. To ensure that climate change is of particular interest to journalists, especially young journalists, Friedrich Ebert Stifung (FES) in Vietnam collaborated with Academic of Journalism and Communication (AJC) have organized workshop series on cutting down and coping with climate change and environment pollution to enhance AJC lectures and student’s knowledge about environmental problem from the experts.

On 25th May 2018, Hoang Van Ha, an Asian Turtle Program (ATP) of Indo-Myanmar Conservation (IMC) officer, was very honored to be invited to the workshop with the theme "Biodiversity Conservation" to share knowledge about this area. His speech focuses on overview, role of biodiversity, threats, biodiversity conservation, and discuss the solutions to protect biodiversity. To illustrate the presentation, Mr. Ha took more concrete evidence of the animals and especially emphasized the examples related to the turtles.
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Hoang Van Ha, an ATP officer gave presentation on the overview and role of biodiversity, wildlife threats and biodiversity conservation. Photo by Dang Thuy Duong – FES

Hoang Van Ha, an ATP officer, shared knowledge on “Biodiversity Conservation” with young students from Academic of Journalism and Communication. Photo by Dang Thuy Duong – FES